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Top stories from the week of May 3rd, 2022
Welcome to the weekly George-Anne Inkwell Edition newsletter; I am Jabari Gibbs,
the Co-Editor-In-Chief of the publication. Thank you for your present and future
readership. It has been a great pleasure to deliver your weekly Armstrong news this
semester. We promise to keep you posted throughout the summer, and we have a
lot of fantastic ideas that you will be sure to enjoy in the fall semester. Nonetheless,
on behalf of the entire George-Anne Inkwell, we wish you immense success on your
finals and a wonderful summer!!

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE INKWELL

A Farewell
Letter
From Your
Editor
Over the course of
my adult life, I’ve
made some astoundingly terrible choices. Choices that,
without going into too much detail, have made graduating
college a very long and very difficult process. Mistakes
were made in an impressive variety of ways, each one
more creative than the last. But if I hadn’t made those
mistakes, I would never have been in the position to make
two of the greatest choices I’ve ever made in my life.
The first choice was coming to Armstrong.
Read Here

Gossip Gus: Professor Holds

Graded Gender Reveal Party
Hi Eagle Nation, Gossip Gus here!
Things are heating up at Armstrong, sort of like a bun in
the oven. Professor Preggy Kennings knows all about
that. Spotted: Students of professor Preggy Kennings
exiting their Nickelback 1000 class with Publix sheet
cake in their hands and tears in their eyes. It seems like
the class had a party they might not soon forget.
Why? According to a close source: the professor, who
is a known pregnant woman, finally held a gender
reveal party on Monday, May 2. It was a mandatory
event for all students enrolled in her courses this
semester. Apparently, in lieu of the required end-ofcourse thesis, Dr. Kennings required her students to
take a guess at the gender of her unborn child.
Read Here

A Thin Tweed Line
Analysis

Read Here

As I was not able to see
this production in person, this
will not be a review of the play
that was performed on campus
this past weekend. I was able to
gain access to a copy of the
script of The Thin Tweed Line,
written by Armstrong’s own
Jack Simmons. In short, the play
seems detached and is narrowminded at best. One of my
main issues from the start of the
play was that it seemed like
there were too many things
going on that didn’t further the
plot.

A Confetti Crisis

Read Here

It is time to celebrate at
Georgia Southern. No matter
what, every student is a step
closer to a new stage in life.
Everyone reserves the right to
be proud of whatever progress
they have made within the past
academic year. Some are
celebrating the completion of
a degree. I’ve witnessed
several outgoing students clad
in graduation gowns with
photographers accompanying
them. I feel fortunate to be a
witness to such a serendipitous

moment in a person’s life and
anticipate my own graduation
.What I do not enjoy is the
pollution of confetti and glitter
that has begun to pollute
Armstrong Campus.
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